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others address long-term conditions that will likely

Introduction

result from increased development in the Herndon
Transit-Oriented Core, opening of the Herndon

An improved bicycle facility has been proposed

Metrorail Station, and restructuring of the Herndon

along Herndon Parkway in the Herndon Metrorail

Parkway and Spring Street intersection.

Stations Access Management Study (2014) and the
Transportation chapter of the Town of Herndon’s

The recommendations for the proposed cycle track

2030 Comprehensive Plan (2008). The Fairfax

are organized as follows:

County Bicycle Master Plan (2014) and Urban
•

Design and Architectural Guidelines for the Herndon

Intersections

Transit-Oriented Core (2014) defined this potential



Relevant Case Studies

improvement as a cycle track, separated from



Approaching an intersection

pedestrian and vehicular traffic. The proposed
cycle track will provide a connection between the
Washington and Old Dominion Trail, the future



Near-term improvements



Long-term improvements

Herndon Metrorail Station, and future development



Intersection Crossing Improvements

in the area known as the Herndon Transit-Oriented



Signal Phasing

Core. The cycle track’s ability to serve as a viable

•

connection is dependent on how safe and direct its
users feel that its path of travel is.

Bus Stops


Relevant Case Studies



Improvements in the near-term and at

The following design recommendations provide

future lower-ridership bus stops

solutions for issues that arise from interactions with



pedestrians and vehicles at intersections, private

Improvements at future highridership bus stops

driveways and access roads, and bus stops along
•

the proposed route. These recommendations are

Access Roads and Private Driveways

based on a review of case studies from cities across



Relevant Case Studies

North America and Europe where cycle track facilities



Improvements in the near-term and

have been implemented, as well as design guidance

at future lower-volume access road

developed by the Federal Highway Administration

and private driveway entrances

(FHWA), Virginia Department of Transportation



(VDOT), Massachusetts Department of Transportation

Improvements at higher volume access
road and private driveway entrances

(MassDOT), and the National Association of City
•

Transportation Officials (NACTO). These best

Additional Considerations

practices and design guidelines have been compiled



Transitions to adjoining trail facilities

to complement Herndon’s goal of maintaining the



Stormwater management

corridor’s ability to serve as an inviting gateway to
the town. As such, some recommendations are better
suited for present or near-term implementation, while

3

Existing Conditions at Herndon Parkway and Spring Street
Intersection

Intersections
Intersections provide connections to various modes
and places, but also introduce conflicts between users
and can serve as a barrier to bicycle and pedestrian
traffic. To provide a safe crossing for bicyclists at
intersections, elements associated with the proposed
cycle track should provide improved visibility of
bicyclists, as well as signalization that maximizes the
throughput of all modes.
The intersection of Herndon Parkway and Spring
Street could be a barrier for bicycle travel between the
future Herndon Metrorail station and the Washington
and Old Dominion Trail. Pedestrian and bicycle traffic
on Herndon Parkway currently crosses seven lanes
of traffic at Spring Street. To support traffic anticipated

Source: Bing Maps

with the extension of the Silver Line to Herndon, an
additional lane may be added to Spring Street in the
future. On Herndon Parkway, two additional right
turn lanes may be added on the northbound leg of
the intersection. While a grade-separated crossing
for bicycles and pedestrians could be warranted,
the following design recommendations can provide
a safe crossing while remaining compatible with the
character of the Town of Herndon.
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Relevant Case Studies
The mixing zone intersection approach
Intersections from twelve cities were studied

removes the protective buffer from the cycle

to determine the best practices for Herndon

track and merges bicycle traffic with either

Parkway’s proposed cycle track where it

pedestrian or turning vehicular traffic. The

crosses intersections. These twelve cities

mixing zone approach on New York City’s

were Atlanta, Georgia; Boston,

2nd Avenue serves as an example of why

Massachusetts; the District of Columbia;

the proposed bi-directional Herndon Parkway

Gilze, the Netherlands; Indianapolis, Indiana;

cycle track should not include mixing zones

Montreal, Quebec; New York City, New York;

with turning vehicular traffic: bicyclists

Ottawa, Ontario; Rotterdam, the Netherlands;

traveling against the flow of road traffic would

Saint Petersburg, Florida; Salt

be forced to ride directly into oncoming

Lake City, Utah; and Seattle, Washington.

vehicular traffic. The examples on Atlanta’s

See companion document, Case Studies for a

10th Street Northwest and Seattle’s Mercer

Cycle Track on the East Side of Herndon

Street show that two-way cycle tracks mixing

Parkway for 2,000 Feet South of the

with pedestrian traffic is a less dangerous

Washington and Old Dominion Railroad

option. However, this version of the mixing

Regional Park Trail, September 20, 2016.

zone creates conflicts with pedestrians

The case studies reviewed intersection

waiting to cross and can delay vehicular

approaches and crossing treatments.

traffic when pedestrian and bicycle crossing

Variation in crossing treatments among the

speeds are treated equally.

studied intersections did not highlight a
specific best practice, so recommendations
for intersection crossings are derived from
NACTO’s Urban Bikeway Design Guide
(2012) and the Manual on Uniform Traffic
Control Devices (MUTCD).
Seattle, Washington: Mercer Street
However, differences in the cycle track’s
approach to the intersection provided insight
into solutions and constraints resulting from
strategies used in the case study
intersections. These intersection approach
strategies can be grouped into five
categories: mixing zones, straight crossings,
bend-in, bend-out, and protected intersection.

Source: Google Streetview
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The straight crossing intersection approach maintains

travels separated from the roadway by landscaping

the exclusive space for bicycles in the cycle track

and larger protective buffers, leading to concerns

up to and through the intersection. This approach

over visibility of bicyclists in the cycle track. However,

can be paired with a variety of signal, signage,

bringing the bicyclists’ stopping location closer to

paint, and pavement treatments to mitigate conflicts

the roadway introduces the same “right hook” issue

between turning vehicles and bicycles. This variety

experienced with the straight crossing to bicyclists

can be seen in the differences between 2nd Avenue

crossing the intersection.

in Seattle and Boul de Maisonneuve in Montreal.
Despite the differences in these two executions of this
approach, the close stopping areas and even stop
bars limit the visibility of bicyclists to turning vehicles,
resulting in “right hook” crashes where a vehicle turns
in front of a bicycle traveling in the driver’s blind spot.
The bend-in intersection approach performs
similarly to the straight crossing, except that the
cycle track bends in toward the road to make
bicyclists more visible to vehicles stopped at the
intersection.
This approach has been used on Alabama Street
in Indianapolis and 1st Avenue South in Saint
Petersburg, Florida. In both cases, the cycle track
Indianapolis, Indiana: Alabama Street

Source: Google Streetview, Bing Maps
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The bend-out intersection approach addresses the
“right hook” crash by pulling the cycle track away from
the roadway traffic. This approach places bicyclists in
front of vehicles attempting to turn, rather than risk
placing the bicyclist in the driver’s blind spot. The

The protected intersection approach is similar

additional space provided by the bend out provides

to the bend-out approach in that places the

room for pedestrians crossing in perpendicular to the

crossing bicyclist in front of turning vehicles,

cycle track, as well as stopping space for turning

rather than hiding the bicyclists alongside

vehicles approaching the cycle track crossing. The

them. However, instead of changing the

example on Churchill Avenue North in Ottawa shows

direction of cycle track, a corner refuge island

a slight bend-out, which in

that protects pedestrians and bicyclists from

which in addition to its benefits of addressing

turning vehicles and forces the vehicles to

pedestrian and vehicular conflicts places the cycle

making slower turns around a tighter turning

track crossing in a smaller crossing area along with

radius. Typically, as seen in the example on

the crosswalk. The example on Tilburgsebaan in

Blaak in Rotterdam, the Netherlands, this

Gilze, the Netherlands also addresses conflicts and

approach is used for intersections where

minimizes bicycle crossing distances, but does so

bicycle facilities meet from multiple directions.

with a much more severe bend- out. This extreme

This design is relatively new to the United

highlights the drawback of this approach, which is an

States, with the earliest implementations

increased requirement for space. While the road

currently under design for Commonwealth

design, land uses, and space requirements in Gilze

Avenue in Boston and Salt Lake City. This

do not translate well to Herndon Parkway, a more

approach may be applicable to Herndon

contextually appropriate version of this approach

Parkway in the future, should there be an

could be implemented to minimize conflicts at

increase in pedestrian and bicycle traffic or

intersections.

additional facilities developed on
perpendicular streets, such as Spring Street.

Gilze, The Netherlands: Tilburgsebaan

Source: Bing Maps
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Cycle Track Approach to Near-Term Recommendation:
Bend-Out
Intersection
As the cycle track approaches the intersection, its

Bicyclists using the cycle track would need to navigate

path should bend eastward, away from vehicular

through the intersection along with pedestrian and

traffic. This bend will slightly slow bicycle traffic,

vehicular traffic. By addressing the bicyclist’s path of

allowing more time for vehicles and pedestrians to

approach to the intersection, the interactions with

react to approaching bicyclists. The bend also would

other types of traffic can be minimized. The location of

place the entrance to the cycle track and the bicycle

the bicycle queuing area and crossing lane affects the

crossing further away from the intersection, placing

visibility of bicyclists, crossing time, and conflicts

bicyclists within the field of vision for a driver of a

between bicyclists and pedestrians. Two intersection

turning vehicle, instead of alongside or behind the

designs address visibility of bicyclists crossing the

vehicle; this minimizes the risk of “right hook” crashes.

intersection, conflicts with pedestrians, and conflicts

The cycle track running along northbound Herndon

with turning vehicles: the bend-out and the protected

Parkway should bend eastward as a result of the

intersection. Both solutions are recommended, but

additional right-turn lane. To address the potentially

the bend-out is more appropriate in the near-term due

heightened risk of “right hook” crashes resulting from

to the bicycle infrastructure that may be available near

the additional turning lane, the cycle track should

the intersection at the construction of the cycle track.

bend eastward even further.
This location of the cycle track
would require the westbound
Spring Street stop bar to be
pushed back and would
require additional right-of-way
at the northeast and southeast
corners of the intersection.
Interactions with pedestrians
would be minimized using the
bend out design. North- south
pedestrian traffic should not
need to cross bicycle traffic, as

Example of Bend Out Approach

the sidewalk will run parallel to the cycle track. East-

Source: FHWA Separated Bike Lane Planning and
Design Guide (2015), p. 111

west pedestrian traffic would cross at one point to a
queuing area between the cycle track and roadway,
making pedestrians more visible to vehicles and
shortening the time required to cross the roadway.
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This tighter turning radius may make turning
movements more difficult for large vehicles like trucks

Long-Term Recommendation:
Protected Intersection

or buses. A mountable apron, which is typically used

Protected intersections facilitate safe bicycle and

to provide sufficient space for large vehicles to turn

pedestrian travel across all legs of an intersection,

while encouraging smaller vehicles to travel along

connecting north-south movements with east-west

the tight turn. In addition to slowing vehicles, the

movements. Spring Street does not currently have

space needed for the tighter turn also would provide

bicycle-exclusive facilities, but in the case that

an area for turning vehicles to yield to bicycles and

such facilities are provided in the future, the bend-

pedestrians without blocking traffic passing through

out approach should be modified to a protected

the intersection, which would be particularly helpful for

intersection. Like the north-south crossing, the

vehicles turning left.

to provide flexibility for large vehicles in roundabouts
in Virginia, can be included in the corner refuge island

protected intersection would provide crossing
lanes for pedestrians and bicyclists traveling eastwest along Spring Street. The pedestrian queuing
area created by the bend-out would be split by the
east-west bicycle crossing, resulting in a smaller
pedestrian queuing area as well as a corner refuge
island. The corner refuge island would tighten the
turning radius for turning vehicular traffic, slowing
vehicles down as they approach the bicycle crossing.
Protected Intersection Elements

Source: Massachusetts Department of
Transportation, Separated Bike Lane Planning and
Design Guide (2015), p. 68
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Intersection Crossing

Signals for all modes should also be separated

Using a bend-out or protected intersection design

against the northbound vehicular traffic, so it would

for the approach to the intersection would place the

not be able to depend on the vehicular signal for

entrance to the cycle track, as well as the sidewalk

an indication that the intersection is safe to cross.

ramps, away from the intersection along Spring

Pedestrian traffic travels slower than bicycle traffic

Street. This allows for a shorter crossing time for both

and when using the same signal, pedestrian traffic

modes, as they would only need to cross vehicular

would lag behind, creating a wall of crossing traffic

lanes and not additional roadway space dedicated to

that blocks any turning movements. Separate signals

turning vehicles.

would allow pedestrian and bicycle crossings to be

for each mode. Southbound bicycle traffic flows

timed in a manner that clears the intersection more
The separation of bicyclists and pedestrians afforded
by the cycle track should be maintained as they travel
across the intersection, with clearly marked lanes
for each mode. The NACTO Urban Bikeway Design
Guide (2012) recommends that bicycle facilities to be
painted green in areas where bicycle traffic conflicts
with other modes, like intersection crossings. The
green paint would also minimize confusion with other
traffic control markings. The use of green paint in
the intersection crossing has interim approval under
MUTCD as of 2011, but federal approval is needed on

efficiently. This customized timing could also be
used to provide bicyclists and pedestrians with a
leading interval before vehicular traffic, which would
make crossing bicycle and pedestrian more visible
and reduce the amount of time that turning vehicles
would need to wait for a clear path. However, existing
traffic controllers may not be able to handle the
synchronized signalization of separate signals and
customized timing. Recommendations for signal
phasing at the Herndon Parkway and Spring Street
intersection can be found in the next section.

a case-by-case basis for the use of green paint.

Conceptual Cross Section of Herndon Parkway with Cycle Track between the Washington & Old Dominion Trail and the
Herndon Transit-Oriented Core (Facing North on Herndon Parkway)
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Signal Phasing

Similarly to traffic signals, bicycle signals should be
placed with clear advanced visibility to all oncoming

Signal timing should be designed to allow adequate

bicyclists. Both near and far side signals could be used

clearance time for bicyclists to safely enter and exit

for increased visibility. Additionally, a “Bicycle Signal”
sign should also be placed for enhanced awareness and
understanding to both bicyclists and drivers. At

the intersection. This timing should be based
primarily on intersection width and bicyclist travel
speed. The American Association of State Highway

intersections where right turning vehicles conflict with

and Transportation Officials’ (AASHTO) Guide for

bicycle traffic, signs should be placed to indicate that

Bicycle Facilities (2012) provides guidelines for

right turn on red is prohibited or that vehicles must yield

Bicycle Crossing Time (BCT) and Bicycle Minimum

to bicyclists and pedestrians. Depending on bicycle

Green Time Using Standing Bicycle Crossing Time

volume, some intersections may not recall the bicycle

(BCTstanding). Based on the existing intersection width,

phase each cycle; in this case, detection and actuation

the BCTstanding at the intersection of Herndon Parkway

must be installed.

and Spring Street is approximately 13 seconds using
an intersection width of 100’ and a standard velocity
of 14.7 ft/s. This time would increase with the
addition of lanes on Spring Street. However, because
the cycle track signal phase will run concurrently with
the pedestrians crossing Spring Street, the
pedestrian timing would be the limiting factor, as
pedestrians have the slowest travel speed among
modes. An example of the signal phasing could be as
follows:
1. All left turns on Herndon Parkway
2. All through and right turns on Herndon
Parkway
3. Only through movements on Herndon Parkway
+ cycle track and Herndon Parkway
pedestrians (designated right turn lanes on
Herndon Parkway may not turn on red)
4. All left turns on Spring Street
5. All through and right turns on Spring Street
6. Only through movements on Spring Street +
pedestrians (designated right turn lanes on
Herndon Parkway may not turn on red)
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Bus Stops
Fairfax Connector currently has four curbside bus
stops along Herndon Parkway between the future
Herndon Metrorail station and Washington and Old
Dominion Trail. With the addition of the cycle track,
the pedestrian space would be separated from
the boarding and alighting areas of the bus, which
would create a conflict between bus passengers and
bicyclists. To connect transit riders with the Metrorail
station and destinations along the corridor while
minimizing impacts to cycle track users, bus stops
along the Herndon Parkway should be upgraded to
maintain separation between the cycle track and the

Relevant Case Studies
Bus stops from four cities were studied to determine
the best practices for Herndon Parkway’s proposed
cycle track. These four cities were Austin, Texas;
Cambridge, Massachusetts; Indianapolis, Indiana;
and Temple City, California. The case study bus
stops highlighted benefits and constraints related to
pedestrian conflicts and right-of-way needs resulting
from differing strategies. The strategies used in the
four cities are a mixing zone, having bus passengers
cross the cycle track to board and alight, and placing
the bus stop on an island between the roadway and
cycle track.

sidewalk and bus passenger waiting areas. Upgrades

The mixing zone bus stop merges the cycle track and

to bus stops do not need to be uniform, as different

bus stopping area together by removing the protective

stops may experience different levels of ridership. Bus

barrier. Rosemead Boulevard in Temple City serves

stops with high ridership volume could require more

as an example that shows why the proposed Herndon

extensive upgrades to ensure that bus passengers do

Parkway cycle track should not include mixing zone

not obstruct the cycle track.

bus stops: like the use of mixing zones for intersection
approaches, a mixing zone bus stop would require
bicyclists to ride against the flow of bus traffic.

12

Cambridge, Massachusetts: Concord Avenue

Source: Google Streetview

Indianapolis, Indiana: Massachusetts Avenue

While the mixing zone bus stop would introduce
conflicts between buses and bicyclists, having bus
passengers cross the cycle track introduces a new
conflict between bicyclists and pedestrians. However,
unlike the mixing zone bus stop, the conflict between
bus passengers and bicyclists can be addressed, as
long as the volume of passengers crossing is low. On
Concord Avenue in Cambridge, Massachusetts, green

Austin, Texas: Guadalupe Street

paint is used to highlight the area where passengers
would cross the cycle track while boarding and
alighting. The green paint both warns bicyclists about
the potential for crossing pedestrian traffic and notifies
bus passengers of safest place to cross the cycle
track.
Where bus ridership is higher, bus passengers
waiting in the cycle track to board the bus can cause
congestion for bicyclists. A solution to this is to place
the bus stop between the roadway and the cycle
track so waiting bus passengers are out of the cycle

focus passengers moving between the sidewalk and

track. The bus stop on Massachusetts Avenue in

the bus stop into a crossing area that is visible and

Indianapolis includes the shelter and bike parking

predictable for bicyclists. The bus stop on Guadalupe

on an island between the cycle track and roadway.

Street in Austin includes fences and paint to direct

These elements, along with landscaping, provide a

passengers to the crossing area, which is aligned to

contained space for bus passengers to wait in and

the front doors of a shopping mall.
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Near-Term and Future
Lower-Ridership Bus
Stop Recommendation:
Bus Passengers Cross
the Cycle Track

Long-Term
Recommendation for
High-Ridership Bus
Stops: Bus Stop on an
Island

Prior to changes in bus ridership and surrounding land

At bus stops where ridership is high, the volume of

uses that can be expected to come with the opening

pedestrians waiting on the sidewalk and crossing the

of the new Metrorail station, separation of the cycle

cycle track can be disruptive to the flow of traffic on

track from pedestrian and bus passenger traffic could

both the sidewalk and the cycle track. To address

be handled through signage and cycle track markings.

higher ridership volumes, a waiting area should be

Just as green paint denotes where vehicles cross

placed on an island between the cycle track and

bicycle traffic in an intersection, green paint on the

the roadway. The island bus stop would remove

cycle track can highlight the conflict zone where

waiting passengers from pedestrian traffic. Barriers

bus passengers cross the cycle track. Painting the

between the cycle track and the bus stop, such as

conflict zone reminds waiting passengers that bicycle

plants or railing, could discourage passengers from

traffic passes through between the sidewalk and

waiting in the cycle track and can channel boarding

the roadway and encourages them to not wait in the

and alighting passengers to cross the cycle track at

cycle track itself. Signage can alert bicyclists to the

clearly marked crossing points. The crossing points

potential for bus passengers crossing the cycle track,

should be painted to highlight the conflict zone for

as well as inform them of their responsibility to yield to

bus passengers and bicyclists, similar to the lower-

pedestrian traffic.

ridership solution, but by channeling passengers,

Conceptual Sketch of Bus Stop on an Island

this conflict zone would be much smaller. FHWA’s
Separated Bike Lane Planning and Design
Guide (2015) recommends that this crossing be
a minimum of six feet wide, with greater widths
dependent on transit boardings. Also similar to
the lower-ridership solution, signage should be
included to alert bicyclists about the potential
for bus passengers crossing the cycle track and
inform bicyclists of their responsibility to yield to
pedestrian traffic.
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Access Roads
and Private
Driveways

approach has been used in Vancouver, British

Access road entrances and private driveways that

removing obstructions around the cycle track crossing.

cross the cycle track could interrupt the flow of bicycle

On North Broadway Street in Chicago, trees, street

traffic in the cycle tack and introduce a conflict with

lighting, and parking are situated away from the cycle

vehicles entering and exiting the main roadway.

track crossing to allow drivers and bicyclists to see

While the number of access road entrances and

each other before crossing the private driveway

private driveways should be limited to minimize these

entrance.

Columbia on Hornby Street and in Salt Lake City on
East 300 South for access road entrances that have
lower traffic volumes. In addition, these entrances
have lower vehicular speeds, due to tight turning radii
and changes in grade of the entrance. Improvements
to visibility can be paired with this approach by

Vancouver, British Columbia: Hornby Street

conflicts and interruptions, some driveways and
access roads would be necessary for development
along the cycle track. Consolidating entrances and
driveways would be beneficial for minimizing impacts
to cycle track traffic. Where entrances and driveways
are necessary, design elements should be included to
improve the visibility of bicyclists and control vehicular
movements across the cycle track.

Relevant Case Studies

Salt Lake City, Utah: East 300 South

Crossings of private driveways and access road
entrances in four cities were studied to determine
the best practices for Herndon Parkway’s proposed
cycle track. These four cities were Chicago, Illinois;
Rotterdam, the Netherlands; Salt Lake City, Utah; and
Vancouver, British Columbia. Variations in strategies
for managing conflicts between bicyclists and vehicles
Chicago, Illinois: North Broadway Street

accessing private driveways and access road
entrances highlighted best practices under different
traffic conditions. The strategies used in the case
studies included paint treatments, signage, removal of
obstructions, and a recessed crossing.
Paint treatments and signage can be used to alert
bicyclists that the cycle track will be crossing
vehicular traffic and inform drivers of their

Source: Google Streetview

responsibility to yield to bicycle traffic. This low-cost
15

Rotterdam, The Netherlands: Woudspolderstraat

Source: Google Streetview

At access road entrances and private driveways

of the vehicle, rather than beside the vehicle, and

with higher vehicular volumes, added awareness

reduces the potential for “right hook” crashes. The

and visibility would be a boon for traffic crossing the

example on Woudspolderstraat in Rotterdam, the

cycle track, but congestion resulting from yielding

Netherlands shows that the recessed crossing also

vehicles can negatively impact roadway traffic. Paint

provides space for vehicles entering the roadway

treatments, signage, and removal of obstructions

to have an unobstructed view on oncoming traffic

also may not be sufficient in areas with higher speed

and to proceed onto the roadway when adequate

vehicular traffic, as vehicles crossing the cycle track

space is available without yielding to bicyclists. This

may not have enough reaction time to yield to bicycle

space for exiting vehicles minimizes the potential for

traffic. Pulling the crossing away from the intersection

vehicles stopping on the cycle track. The example

can provide space for vehicles to pull out of through-

on Woudspolderstraat also includes a median, which

traffic, easing congestion concerns, and space to

provides a refuge space for crossing bicyclists and

yield to cycle track traffic, allowing for a more reaction

discourages vehicles from making wide, high-speed

time. Vehicles begin their turn prior to crossing the

turns when entering the access road.

cycle track, which situates crossing bicyclists in front

16

Near-Term and Future
Lower-Volume Access
Road/Private Driveway
Recommendation:
Pavement Treatments,
Signage, and Improved
Visibility

The addition of the cycle track would require vehicles

Prior to redevelopment along Herndon Parkway,

(2015) recommends that obstructions, such as

vehicular volumes at existing entrances likely would

landscaping and street-side elements, be removed

not be a major impediment to bicycle traffic in the

from the area within 15 feet of the edge of the

cycle track. Instead, visibility of bicyclists is the

driveway or access road entrance.

exiting from an access road or private driveway to
stop several feet from the roadway to accommodate
bicycle and pedestrian traffic. This added distance
from the roadway reduces a driver’s ability to see
roadway traffic. Obstructions to visibility of the
roadway could compound this problem, resulting in
drivers pulling across the cycle track to get a better
view, which could interrupt bicycle traffic. FHWA’s
Separated Bike Lane Planning and Design Guide

greatest concern, which could be addressed with
Conceptual Sketches of Entrance Crossing with
Pavement Treatments

minor upgrades to many existing entrances. These
upgrades should include pavement treatments,
signage, and the removal of visual obstructions.
Just as the bicycle crossing at an intersection could
be painted green to highlight the conflict area of
vehicles and bicycle traffic, the area where the cycle
track crosses a private driveway could include the
green paint pavement treatment. This would alert
drivers of the presence of the cycle track; signage
also should alert drivers of the cycle track, as well as
inform them of their responsibility to yield to bicycle
traffic in the cycle track. Signage for vehicles should
be included both for exiting vehicles and for vehicles
turning into the entrance. Signage alerting bicyclists
to the potential presence of crossing vehicles could
also be included, though bicyclists should not
be required to yield to vehicular traffic at private
driveways and access roads.
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Long-Term
Recommendation
for Higher Volume
Assess Roads/Private
Driveways: Recessed
Crossing

For vehicles entering the private driveway or access
road, the additional space afforded by the recessed
crossing would improve visibility of bicyclists. Without
the recessed crossing, bicyclists would cross the
entrance in an area close to where an entering vehicle
would be executing their turning movement, which
could result in “right hook” crashes. The recessed
crossing would place bicycle traffic in the driver’s
field of vision, instead of a blind spot, by allowing

As the Herndon Transit-Oriented Core develops and

the vehicle to complete its turn before encountering

access roads and private driveways are consolidated,

bicycle traffic. The additional space also would

some entrances may experience higher vehicular

provide vehicles with room to yield for bicycle traffic

volumes than those present in the existing corridor.

without yielding in the main roadway, which could

More vehicles entering and exiting these entrances

reduce congestion for through traffic.

enhances could require design elements in addition
to pavement treatments, signage, and removal of
Conceptual Sketches of Recessed Entrance Crossing

visual obstructions to ensure that bicyclists would be
visible and that interruptions to bicycle traffic in the
cycle track would be minimized. Pulling the cycle
track away from the roadway at crossings of higher
volume access road and private driveway entrances
could improve visibility for bicyclists and drivers, as
well as provide additional stopping space for vehicles
crossing the cycle track to enter and exit the private
driveways and access roads.
Recessed crossings improve visibility for drivers in
two ways. For vehicles exiting a private driveway or
access road, the additional space between the cycle
track and the roadway would allow drivers to pull
across the cycle track and wait for the appropriate
time to complete their turn onto the roadway. Queuing
closer to the roadway would provide the driver with
a better view of roadway traffic and, once queued in
this area, would remove the need for the vehicle to
yield to bicycle traffic immediately prior to entering the
roadway. Including this space without having vehicles
stopped on the cycle track crossing would require that
this space be at least a full car length.
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Additional Considerations
Transitions to Adjoining Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities
The proposed cycle track would connect to the Washington and Old Dominion Trail north of the intersection of
Herndon Parkway and Spring Street. This location would experience a confluence of bicycle and pedestrian
traffic, which would require directions to organize each mode into its appropriate facility and wayfinding to help
trail users orient themselves to the area. Where trail traffic would cross the sidewalk to enter and exit the cycle
track, the sidewalk should be painted to indicate the interaction between modes. Signage for traffic leaving the
trail should alert the bicyclists to the presence of through- pedestrian and bicycle traffic and inform users exiting
the trail of their responsibility to yield to pedestrian traffic along Herndon Parkway. Rumble striping of the trail
exit could slow exiting bicycles approaching the sidewalk crossing, reinforcing the message provided by
signage informing of crossing pedestrian traffic. In addition to signage and lane markings that provide smoother
transitions between facilities, wayfinding signage near the trail entrance could encourage the use of the
Washington and Old Dominion Trail for east-west travel. On the trail itself, wayfinding could encourage the use
of the Herndon Parkway cycle track and provide information about destinations would be easily reached using
it, including the Herndon Metrorail Station. Wayfinding also could provide an opportunity for local businesses
who wish to attract trail users to advertise their presence and easy access to active travelers by means of the
cycle track.

Stormwater Management

Conceptual Rendering of DDOT Implementation of

BMPs with Cycle Track Facilities
For any increase of impervious area, the Virginia
Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ) has
phosphorus and nitrogen load reduction requirements.
To achieve these reductions, various innovative best
management practices (BMP) could be implemented.
In the planting strip separating the sidewalk and cycle
track, bioretention planters with trees could be used to
capture roadway and sidewalk runoff as long as
flooding potential is mitigated. A trench across the
cycle track may be needed if it is not at the same
grade as the roadway. An example of these features
can be seen in the figure below from a study
performed by the District of Columbia’s Department of
Transportation (DDOT) in 2012, which identified

Source: DDOT Presentation, accessed at
http://odd.greatergreaterwashington.org/
files/2012/15wpresentation.pdf

potential safety improvements at the intersection of
15th Street Northwest, Florida Avenue, and New

Hampshire Avenue. The design and location of any BMP facilities would be dependent on other factors such as
location of utilities, drainage areas, and pedestrian and bicycle safety.
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Summary of
Recommended
Improvements
The improvements of a cycle track featuring protected
intersections, bus stops islands, and recessed
crossings of access roads and private driveways
are recommended for the long-term future, where
Herndon Parkway serves as a high-volume gateway
connection for transit, bicycle, and pedestrian traffic,
in addition to existing vehicular traffic. However,
as Herndon Parkway develops, intermediate
improvements are recommended, such as bend-out
intersection approaches and paint and pavement
treatments at bus stops and access road entrances.
The following conceptual sketch shows a possible
configuration of the cycle track and sidewalk at the
Herndon Parkway and Spring Street intersection.
These improvements could be phased in as the
Herndon Transit-Oriented Core and Herndon Parkway
corridor redevelop, with intermediate improvements
made for lower cost through application of paint and
signage. In the future, with redevelopment, these
near-term improvements would need to be
restructured to address safety and volume needs of
the corridor.
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Conceptual Plan View of Cycle Track and Sidewalk on East Side of Herndon Parkway at Spring Street
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